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A B S T R A C T 

The variability induced by precipitable water vapour (PWV) can heavily affect the accuracy of time-series photometric 
measurements gathered from the ground, especially in the near-infrared. We present here a no v el method of modelling and 

mitigating this variability, as well as open-sourcing the developed tool – Umbrella . In this study, we evaluate the extent to 

which the photometry in three common bandpasses ( r 
′ 
, i 

′ 
, z 

′ 
), and SPECULOOS’ primary bandpass ( I + z 

′ 
), are photometrically 

affected by PWV variability. In this selection of bandpasses, the I + z 
′ 
bandpass was found to be most sensitive to PWV variability, 

followed by z 
′ 
, i 

′ 
, and r 

′ 
. The correction was e v aluated on global light curves of nearby late M- and L-type stars observed by 

SPECULOOS’ Southern Observatory (SSO) with the I + z 
′ 
bandpass, using PWV measurements from the LHATPRO and local 

temperature/humidity sensors. A median reduction in RMS of 1.1 per cent was observed for variability shorter than the expected 

transit duration for SSO’s targets. On timescales longer than the expected transit duration, where long-term variability may be 
induced, a median reduction in RMS of 53.8 per cent was observed for the same method of correction. 

K ey words: atmospheric ef fects – techniques: photometric. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

round-based photometric observations are affected by atmospheric 
ariability. A major source of this contamination comes from 

he multitude of molecular absorption lines which are known 
o affect atmospheric transmission. Predominantly in the near- 
nfrared, time-varying amounts of H 2 O in different layers of 
he atmosphere affect ground-based observations across a wide 
ange of wavelengths – with the amount of H 2 O in a column of
ur atmosphere quantified as the amount of ‘precipitable water 
apour’ (PWV), normally quoted in millimetres. O 3 , O 2 , CO 2 ,
 E-mail: ppp25@cam.ac.uk 
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nd CH 4 , amongst other molecular absorption lines, likewise 
lay a role, ho we ver, often to a lesser extent (Smette et al.
015 ). 
To mitigate the majority of atmospheric effects, techniques such 

s differential photometry are commonly adopted (Howell 2006 ). 
he y involv e simultaneous observations of multiple objects in a field
f view to estimate first-order changes of atmospheric transmission 
nd instrumental effects o v er the course of an observational period.
n differential photometry, objects of similar brightness and spectral 
nergy distribution are used to calculate an ‘artificial’ comparison 
tar. F or e xample, in Murray et al. ( 2020 ), the artificial comparison
tar was created by applying a weight to all the objects in the field
f view, accounting for their effective temperature, noise, variability, 
nd distance to the target of interest. Ho we ver, depending on the
bservational bandpass and an object’s spectral energy distribution, 
he net flux observed on the ground can be seen to vary from object to
bject if the atmosphere is time-variable in its composition – leading 
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o a second-order differential effect which cannot be corrected by
ifferential photometry. 
This effect is a particularly significant problem for high-precision

round-based photometric studies of cool stars, such as M dwarfs
nd later types (e.g. Blake et al. 2008 ; Irwin et al. 2008 ; Tamburo
t al. 2022 ). This is due to the large disparity in spectral energy
istribution frequently observed in a field of view, as cool stars
re typically much redder than the comparison stars suitable for
ifferential photometry in any given field of view. To reduce this
ffect, one could observe with a narrow-band filter (e.g. Garcia-
ejia et al. 2020 ), but at the cost of instrumental precision due to the

eduction in photons collected. Instead, most of these studies have
elied on post-correction methods to reduce the nature of this effect,
ith varying degrees of success. 
Irwin et al. ( 2011 ) developed a ‘common mode’ approach, which

hey applied to MEarth’s northern survey (715 nm long-pass filter).
his approach involved using median values over 30-min periods

rom multiple simultaneous observations of similar type objects,
rom 8 independent telescopes. The common mode, scaled per
arget via a least-squares optimization, was then used to correct for
tmospheric effects o v er the course of a target’s observation run.
hey noted that the scaling values correlated with stellar type. 
Some observational bandpasses can be e xtremely sensitiv e to

WV changes, such as MEarth’s bandpass and the primary bandpass
sed in this study ( I + z 

′ 
, 700–1100 nm). Such bandpasses induce

alse variability, including structures able to mimic a transit feature or
o hide a real one in differentially resolved light curves when subject
o PWV changes o v er the course of an observation. To correct for
his variability, atmospheric transmission profiles in the near-infrared
an be modelled with tools such as Molecfit (Smette et al. 2015 ).
hese models can be used to correct photometric observations when

he spectra of the observed objects are also known. Methods of
uantifying PWV changes are therefore necessary for photometric
urv e ys which use sensitive bandpasses, with temporal resolutions
t least half the minimum expected transit duration to resolve such
eatures, to follow Nyquist sampling. 

In astronomy, on-site atmospheric transmission profiles are of-
en inferred by spectrographs or by multiband photometers with
trategically placed narrow-band filters. The aTmcam multiband
nstrument (Li et al. 2012 , 2014 ) for instance, located on Cerro
ololo at ∼2200 m, was able to quantify atmospheric PWV with
 stated precision ∼0.6 mm. A similar instrument called CAMAL
Bak er, Blak e & Sliski 2017 ), located on Mount Hopkins at ∼2600 m
same site as MEarth’s northern facility), had a stated precision of
etter than 0.5 mm in dry conditions (PWV < 4 mm). The use of a
pectrograph on the other hand, such as in Li et al. ( 2017 ), gained a
recision of 0.11 mm when e v aluating high-resolution near-infrared
-band spectra of hot stars from the APOGEE spectrograph (located
n the Apache Point Observatory at ∼2800 m), calibrated with GPS-
erived PWV values. 
PWV v alues deri ved from timing delays in GPS signals have

istorically been used for meteorological studies, with large networks
f GPS-PWV derived data in the public domain, such as the
uomiNet project (Ware et al. 2000 ) – typically with a precision of
1 mm. Remote-sensing satellites have likewise enabled wide spatial

nd temporal co v erage of a multitude of atmospheric parameters
lobally. Mar ́ın, Pozo & Cur ́e ( 2015 ) were able to estimate PWV
n very dry conditions at the Chajnantor plateau (at ∼5100 m) with
istorical observations made by the now-decommissioned GOES-
2 satellite and validated by an on-site radiometer. They attained
bsolute relative errors of 51 per cent and 33 per cent o v er the ranges
–0.4 mm and 0.4–1.2 mm, respectively. Similar work was achieved
NRAS 518, 2661–2670 (2023) 
n Vald ́es, Morris & Demory ( 2021 ), yielding better uncertainties
or Cerro Paranal at around 27 per cent, validated similarly with an
n-site radiometer. 
Radiometers derive PWV values from water vapour emission

ines in the GHz region. At high altitudes, or low PWVs, the
83 GHz emission line is often observed. At the Paranal Observatory
with an ele v ation of ∼2600 m), a 183 GHz based radiometer was
ommissioned in October 2011, the Low Humidity and Temperature
rofiling microwave radiometer (LHATPRO; Kerber et al. 2012 ),

ocated on the VLT platform. It has a quoted accuracy of better than
.1 mm (when PWV between 0.5–9 mm) and a precision of 0.03 mm,
ith a saturation limit of 20 mm. 
The moti v ation for this study deri ves from the SPECULOOS

Search for habitable Planets EClipsing ULtra-cOOl Stars; Gillon
018 ; Delrez et al. 2018 ; Murray et al. 2020 ; Sebastian et al. 2020 ;
ebastian et al. 2020 ) project, a ground-based photometric surv e y

argeting nearby ( < 40 pc) late M- and L-type stars, with its primary
im to disco v er transiting terrestrial planets. Exoplanets found with
he SPECULOOS surv e y, like TRAPPIST-1 found by the SPECU-
OOS prototype surv e y (Gillon et al. 2017 ), will enable the unique
pportunity to observe their atmospheres for potential biological
ignals with future large observ atories. Ho we ver, to maximize the
robability of finding such planets, one must minimize the red noise
he surv e y is subjected to, including the noise induced by atmospheric
WV variability. 
In this work, we have developed methods to photometrically

orrect for PWV-induced variability on differential light curves. Our
tudy has been e v aluated on photometric data from SPECULOOS’
outhern Observatory (SSO), which consists of four 1 m class

elescopes located at the Paranal Observatory (Jehin et al. 2018 ). We
tilized the standard observing modes of the LHATPRO instrument
located ∼200 m abo v e and a 1.8 km lateral distance away from
SO), in addition to ground relative humidity and temperature mea-
urements. These measurements have been used to estimate the PWV
xperienced by SSO observations by including an altitude difference
orrection and line-of-sight estimate. We have also assessed the
mpact of photometric contamination by the temporally varying
tmospheric PWV in several commonly used filter bandpasses,
xtending the work on the PWV correction described in Murray
t al. ( 2020 ). In the following sections, we describe our methodology,
uantify the extent of PWV variability at Paranal, its effect on
ommon red-visible – near-infrared bandpasses, and e v aluate our
orrection method on photometric observations from SSO performed
ith the I + z 

′ 
bandpass. 

 M E T H O D  O F  C O R R E C T I O N  

he observed flux of an object through our atmosphere can be
escribed as 

 ( X, PWV , T eff , t) = 

∫ 
W ( λ, X, PWV , t) R( λ) S( λ, T eff , t) d λ, (1) 

here W ( λ, X , PWV , t ) is the atmospheric transmission as function
f wavelength ( λ), airmass ( X ), and PWV value with time ( t ). R ( λ) is
he o v erall bandpass response as a function of wavelength. S ( λ, T eff ,
 ) is the flux density distribution of an observed object as a function
f wavelength, ef fecti ve temperature ( T eff ), and time. 
In Fig. 1 , the amount with which different PWV values affect

isible and near-infrared atmospheric transmission is shown. When
quation ( 1 ) is applied, the change of flux as a function of PWV
an be observed to differ significantly as a function of effective
emperature; this is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the main bandpasses used
y SPECULOOS ( r 

′ 
, i 

′ 
, z 

′ 
, and I + z 

′ 
). For differential photometry, a
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Figure 1. The fractional change of atmospheric transmission (left-hand axis) from the visible to near-infrared, at airmass 1, from a PWV of 0.05 to 20 mm is 
shown via a series of low resolution atmospheric spectra (from the SkyCalc Sky Model Calculator, for 2400 m; Jones et al. 2013 ; Noll et al. 2012 ). 5000 K and 
2000 K stellar spectra are superimposed as dotted lines, from PHOENIX BT-Settl models (Allard, Homeier & Freytag 2012 ). Four observational bandpasses 
(right-hand axis), r 

′ 
, i 

′ 
, z 

′ 
, I + z 

′ 
, with instrumental efficiencies of a telescope equipped with a deeply depleted CCD accounted for are also shown. 

Figure 2. The change in flux as a function of PWV for different-temperature stars (from 6000 K to 2000 K in steps of 500 K) as modelled through four 
observational bandpasses, r 

′ 
, i 

′ 
, z 

′ 
, and I + z 

′ 
(profiles shown in Fig. 1 ), with respect to a 0.05 mm PWV atmosphere at airmass 1. 
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1 Specifically, the updated values from https:// www.pas.rochester.edu/ ∼ema 
majek/EEM dwarf UBVIJHK colors Teff.txt version 2019.3.22, where the 
1960 K ef fecti ve temperature was rounded to 2000 K. 
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econd-order differential effect is thus induced when PWV is time- 
ariable. 

One can divide out this effect by modelling the expected differen- 
ial light curve produced by PWV variability, as per equation ( 1 ). The
ifficulty in this approach stems from acquiring line-of-sight PWV 

alues, in addition to having representative flux density distributions 
f the objects observed. 

.1 The PWV grid 

or each filter bandpass, we have developed a grid which outputs a
ime-independent value from equation ( 1 ), when fed in observational 
arameters. These parameters are airmass (between 1 and 3), effec- 
ive temperature (between 2000 and 36 500 K), and PWV (between 
.05 and 30 mm). 
Each grid was built using atmospheric transmission profiles (0.5–

.0 μm) from the online SkyCalc Sky Model Calculator by ESO
Jones et al. 2013 ; Noll et al. 2012 ), for 2400 m (the closest
vailable altitude to SPECULOOS’ site, using the ‘Entire year’ 
Entire night’ profiles). In addition to these profiles, PHOENIX BT- 
ettl stellar models (Allard et al. 2012 ) provided by the Python
strolib PySynphot Python package (Laidler et al. 2008 ) were used,
ith 2000 K as the lowest available temperature in the package. To
uild a stellar spectrum, one requires three parameters: ef fecti ve
emperature, metallicity, [Fe/H], and surface gravity, log(g). A 

epresentative set of stellar models were built using the parameters 
rom Pecaut & Mamajek ( 2013 ), 1 assigning a metallicity index of 0
o each spectra. 

We generated 273 atmospheric profiles, a permutation of airmasses 
etween 1 and 3 at 0.1 intervals, and PWV values between 0.05 and
0 mm ([0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 5.0, 7.5, 10.0, 20.0,
0.0] mm). We then included a set of 91 stellar spectra to produce a
rid of 24 843 f ( X , PWV, T eff , t ) values from equation ( 1 ) to interpolate
MNRAS 518, 2661–2670 (2023) 

art/stac3154_f1.eps
art/stac3154_f2.eps
https://www.pas.rochester.edu/~emamajek/EEM_dwarf_UBVIJHK_colors_Teff.txt
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n between. We have made the PWV grid code, Umbrella , publicly
ccessible on GitHub. 2 

.2 PWV measurements – estimating line-of-sight PWV 

e estimated line-of-sight PWV values by linearly interpolating o v er
irmass between two measurements provided by the LHATPRO, one
t zenith and another at an airmass of 2 (altitude of 30 ◦) from its
one scan measurements. Cone scan measurements were an average
f four measurements at different bearings at a fixed altitude of
0 ◦, with its value scaled by the LHATPRO service as if observed
t zenith. Zenith and cone scan values were measured at ∼2 and
15 min cadences, respectively. The LHATPRO also produces an

ll-sky scan value every ∼6 h, but these were not considered here. 
LHATPRO PWV measurements, for the period of this study,

ere acquired via ESO’s Ambient Query Form 

3 in two stages.
he first stage was acquired before the online archive was updated
n 2020 Aug 28, the second stage was acquired after the update.
efore the update, the data downloaded included zenith, cone scan,
nd all-sky measurements. Unfortunately for these measurements, a
unning average over five measurements and a ∼1 min smoothing
ime-average was done by the service prior to downloading from
he online archive. As a result, the different measurement types
ere not labelled or regularly spaced to be easily differentiable. To
ifferentiate between the observing modes, we used a peak detection
ethod. Large peaks spaced at ∼6 h intervals (assumed to be all-sky
easurements) were first remo v ed, then peaks spaced at ∼15 min

ntervals were registered as the average of 4 cone scan values and 1
enith value. Thus, only cone scan measurements which were larger
r equal to zenith measurements of this data set were subsequently
dentified. 

The data acquired after the update only included zenith mea-
urements, without the issue of the 5 point running average and
he ∼1 min time-average. The other measurement types were not
ade public at the time of acquisition. Thus, with the previously

cquired data, and the new zenith values, we could estimate non-
o ving av eraged cone scan measurements by using the new zenith
easurements from around the same measurement period. 

.3 Accounting for altitude difference 

he majority of water vapour resides close to the ground, with a
cale height between 1 and 3 km (Kerber et al. 2017 ). The altitude
ifference of ∼200 m between the LHATPRO at the VLT platform
nd SSO (located at the lower altitude) will therefore introduce an
dditional amount of PWV affecting our observations. 

We estimated the missing vertical column of water vapour by
nte grating o v er the altitude difference, � h , the estimated change in
he density of water vapour, ρ (in kg m 

−3 ), between the respective
ites, 

WV = 

∫ 
ρ d h ≈ 1 

2 
�h ( ρvlt + ρsso ) . (2) 

o estimate the PWV, a linear change in water vapour density was
ssumed between SSO, ρsso , and the VLT platform, ρvlt , where the
HATPRO is located. This yields a value in kg m 

−2 , equi v alent to
WV in millimetres when liquid density of water is 1000 kg m 

−3 . 
NRAS 518, 2661–2670 (2023) 

 https://github.com/ppp-one/umbrella 
 https://ar chive.eso.or g/wdb/wdb/asm/lhatpr o par anal/for m 

s  

4

c

To estimate the density of water vapour (Sensirion 2009 ), one
an use ambient temperature, T in ◦C, and relative humidity, RH,
easurements from the respective sites: 

= 0 . 2167 RH 

6 . 112 exp 
(

17 . 62 T 
243 . 12 + T 

)
273 . 15 + T 

f w ( P ) , (3) 

here f w ( P ) is ‘water vapour enhancement factor’ as a function of
ressure, P , in hPa: 

 w ( P ) = 1 . 0016 + 3 . 15 × 10 −6 P − 0 . 074 P 

−1 , (4) 

here pressure was assumed fix ed o v er time for the respective
ltitudes. 

We used existing temperature and humidity sensors from the
espective sites to produce density estimates. At SSO, we used
he temperature and relative humidity sensor (Sensirion SHT15) on
oard a Boltwood Cloud Sensor II, with an assumed accuracy of
1 ◦C and ± 4 per cent on relative humidity. 4 At the VLT platform,

alues of temperature and relative humidity were measured by a
AISALA METEOrological station 2 m abo v e the platform, with a
uoted accuracy of ± 0.2 ◦C and ± 1 per cent, respectively (Sandrock,
mestica & Sarazin 1999 ). 
The altitude difference was determined using Google Maps El-

 v ation service (Google 2022 ), with LHATPRO’s position on the
LT platform returning an altitude of 2633 m and SSO an altitude
f 2446 m. For comparison, the altitude of VISTA’s platform from
oogle Maps Ele v ation service was found to agree with ESO’s stated
alue within 2 m. GPS-derived altitude values are also available at
SO, yielding a median value of 2482 m. The neighbouring facility to
SO, NGTS has a quoted altitude of 2440 m (Wheatley et al. 2018 ),
hich led us to disregard the GPS-derived value. It was decided to
se the altitude difference given by Google Maps Ele v ation service
f 187 m, with an assumed error of ±10 m. The lateral distance
etween the LHATPRO and SSO of 1.8 km was ignored. 

 RESULTS  A N D  DI SCUSSI ON  

he following sections detail the results of applying the PWV
orrection to differential light curves observed by SSO over the
ourse of approximately 1 yr (2019 Feb 17–2020 Jan 31). 

.1 PWV variability at Paranal 

e experienced a median zenith value of 2.3 mm, a median cone
can value of 2.9 mm (pre-scaled by the LHATPRO service, as if
bserved at zenith), and a median PWV value of 0.26 mm calculated
rom the altitude difference, throughout our nightly observations. 

During our study, we assessed the absolute difference between 30 ◦

airmass 2) cone scan values and zenith values, as shown in Fig. 3 .
e found a median percentage difference of 26 per cent, as shown

y the 0.5 CDF mark on Fig. 3 . Ho we ver, since the detected cone
can PWV values were al w ays to be higher than the zenith PWV
alues (due to the peak detection method described in Section 2.2 ),
here is a possibility that the cone scan values are o v er reported in
ome instances. And as such, the PWV variation presented in Fig. 3
ay be different in reality. 
A similar difference was observed in further detail in Querel &

erber ( 2014 ), where they analysed 21 months of periodic all-sky
cans, performed by the LHATPRO every 6 h. From their study,
 Accuracy taken from the sensor’s datasheet: https:// sensirion.com/ us/produ 
ts/ catalog/ SHT15/ for the low humidity conditions seen in Paranal, Chile. 

https://github.com/ppp-one/umbrella
https://archive.eso.org/wdb/wdb/asm/lhatpro_paranal/form
https://sensirion.com/us/products/catalog/SHT15/
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Figure 3. Probability density function (PDF) and cumulative distribution 
function (CDF) of the percentage difference between cone scan and zenith 
PWV measurements. Data from all publicly available nights, taking only dusk 
to dawn measurements. 
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Figure 4. Sensitivity of common bandpasses and the I + z 
′ 
bandpass to PWV 

changes. Bottom: Measured PWV changes from e v aluated consecuti ve blocks 
of one hour intervals of PWV zenith data (only between the hours of dusk 
to dawn). Here, we calculated the max-min change ( � PWV) of PWV within 
each e v aluated hour. We grouped the measured changes into 1 mm intervals 
of PWV min , and plotted the respective box plots of the PWV changes from 

PWV min in each interval, where each box plot shows the standard median 
(green line), inter quartile range (IQR) of the lower (Q1) and upper (Q3) 
quartiles, and lower whisker (Q1 − 1.5 ∗IQR) and upper whisker lines (Q3 
+ 1.5 ∗IQR), with black circles denoting outliers of the whisker range. The 
coloured lines show the required � PWV from the middle of each interval to 
induce a 1, 5, and 10 mmag change in a light curve (when observing a 2700 K 

target star and a 5200 K comparison star), represented by the solid, dotted, 
and dash–dotted lines, respectively, for each r 

′ 
, i 

′ 
, z 

′ 
, and I + z 

′ 
bandpasses, 

in orange, red, brown, and grey, respectively. Changes at 5 and 10 mmag for 
r 
′ 

and i 
′ 

were outside the model’s PWV range of 30 mm. Top: The fraction 
of hours contributing to the e v aluated PWV interval ranges. 

Table 1. Following Fig. 4 , total proportion (in per cent) of consecutive blocks 
of one hour of PWV zenith data, only between the hours of dusk to dawn, 
which display a maximum change to a light curve’s flux ( � LC) in mmag, per 
bandpass. 

� LC (mmag) r 
′ 

i 
′ 

z 
′ 

I + z’ 

0–1 100.0 100.0 84.23 62.99 
1–2 0.0 0.0 11.72 26.10 
2–5 0.0 0.0 3.84 9.72 
5–10 0.0 0.0 0.20 1.06 
> 10 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.12 

Table 2. Proportion (in per cent) of transit-like structures o v er the e v aluated 
data set, within a range of depths in mmag, induced by PWV variability at 
zenith, per bandpass. 

Depth (mmag) r 
′ 

i 
′ 

z 
′ 

I + z’ 

0–1 10.17 10.17 8.71 6.35 
1–2 0.00 0.00 0.98 2.77 
2–5 0.00 0.00 0.49 0.90 
5–10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16 
> 10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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hey found a median all-sky variation of 10–26 per cent peak-to- 
 alley, do wn to 27.5 ◦, with respect to the all-sky’s zenith value. From
his, they argued that zenith observations of PWV are sufficient for
he general analysis and correction of astronomical data at Paranal. 
o we ver, with the increasing interest in cooler stars, photometric 

urv e ys may rely on line-of-sight PWV observations, depending on 
heir desired photometric accuracy. 

Fig. 4 and Table 1 detail the extent to which common near-infrared
andpasses (for silicon based detectors) will induce second-order 
if ferential v ariability with PWV changes experienced in Paranal 
uring this study. Here, the respective change in a light curve’s 
ux, per bandpass, of observing a late M-dwarf (with a temperature 
f 2700 K and a 5200 K comparison star – median temperatures 
f the sample in this paper) were simulated, using nightly PWV 

enith data from the LHATPRO service. The I + z 
′ 

bandpass was
ound to be the most sensitive to PWV v ariability, follo wed by z 

′ 
,

 

′ 
, and r 

′ 
. On the hourly scale, the approximate expected transit

uration for a temperate, rocky planet around a late-M or L-type 
tar (Traub & Cutri 2008 ), the majority of PWV variability was
ound to induce a 0–1 mmag change in a light curve, within the
ypical photometric precision achieved by SSO. However, with z 

′ 
, 

nd more significantly with the I + z 
′ 
bandpass, changes greater than

 mmag were observed at 16 per cent and 37 per cent occurrence
ates respectively, mimicking transit structures from time to time. 

The accuracy on � PWV was calculated to be 0.042 mm, prop-
gated from LHATPRO’s stated single-measurement precision of 
.03 mm, assuming the accuracy of better than 0.1 mm of a single
easurement to be systematic. For the I + z 

′ 
bandpass, this accuracy

evel limits the correction to 0.4 mmag when PWV min is at 0.05 mm
the lower limit of the atmospheric models used), 0.2 mmag at 
aranal’s median value of 2.3 mm, and 0.1 mmag at a rarely
een 10 mm. This therefore suggests PWV measurements from the 
HATPRO PWV measurement are sufficient for correcting sub- 
mag-level changes in our I + z 

′ 
light curves, and even more so

n the other band passes considered here. 
The proportion of transit-like structures induced by zenith PWV 

ariability o v er the e v aluated data set was estimated in Table 2 ,
sing the same data as Table 1 . This was calculated by finding the
roportion of consecutive hours that displayed a dip in one hour and
ollo wed an equi v alent rise, within ±25 per cent, in the following
our. This method may miss some structures that occurred within 
MNRAS 518, 2661–2670 (2023) 
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Table 3. Evaluation of the RMS percentage change, (( σLC corrected − σLC )/ σLC ) × 100, of 103 global light curves (LC) with low and high pass filtering at 
120 min. Showing the [10,25,50,75,90]th percentiles using the respecti ve PWV deri ved v alues for correction, from zenith, zenith + altitude difference ( � Alt), 
estimated line of sight (Est. LoS), and Est. LoS + � Alt. 

Low pass (per cent) High pass (per cent) 
Percentiles (per 
cent) Zenith Zenith + � Alt Est. LoS 

Est. LoS 
+ � Alt Zenith Zenith + � Alt Est. LoS Est. LoS + � Alt 

10 −0.2 −0.2 −0.5 −0.1 1.7 1.7 4.3 4.0 
25 −14.4 −14.4 −14.3 −16.0 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.5 
50 −51.8 −52.9 −52.7 −53.8 −1.2 −1.3 −1.2 −1.1 
75 −63.8 −64.5 −65.6 −66.2 −4.3 −4.3 −4.0 −3.9 
90 −71.9 −72.1 −73.0 −73.5 −9.1 −8.6 −6.6 −6.1 
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n e v aluated hour. None the less, it suggests the occurrence rate
f a significant transit-like structure, greater than ∼5 mmag, will
ot occur for the r 

′ 
and i 

′ 
bandpasses, and is a rare occurrence for

oth the z 
′ 

and I + z 
′ 

bandpasses. The I + z 
′ 

bandpass will display
 greater depth, given it has approximately twice the sensitivity to
WV changes than the z 

′ 
bandpass when observing late M and L-type

tars. If such an event occurs, it is likely to be visible in co-current
bservations of similar temperature targets by other telescopes on
ite in the same bandpass, if they exist. 

SSO is subject to additional PWV-induced effects due to the
ltitude difference and observing through a variety of airmasses.
he additional previously unaccounted for PWV from the altitude
ifference between SSO and the LHATPRO, calculated with the
ethod described in Section 2.3 , was seen to generally scale with

enith PWV, ho we ver was not seen to have a direct relationship
ith zenith values. The derived altitude difference PWV values
ere dependent on the accuracies of the respective temperature

nd humidity sensors, and the accuracy of the altitude difference
n meters. Propagating the quantified errors on the derived altitude
ifference PWV data set provided a median fractional error of
8 per cent. The fractional error is likely higher in reality due to
he approximation made in equation ( 2 ). The effect of the altitude
erived PWV is evaluated in the following sub-section. 
Similarly, the validity of linearly interpolating cone scan values

 v er time, as described in Section 2.2 , from a 15 min to a 2 min
ime base (to match the cadence of zenith measurements), was
ssumed to be acceptable. To test this assumption, we used the
2 min cadence zenith values, and every 7th value from the data

et linearly interpolated back onto the same time base as the
riginal zenith observations, to simulate the cadence of the cone
can measurements. The difference between the values were found
o be within ±2 per cent, under 0.1 mm in most cases. The validity
f interpolating between zenith and cone scan values o v er airmass is
ddressed in the following sub-section. 

.2 Evaluation of the PWV correction 

e used observations made by SSO with its primary bandpass,
 + z 

′ 
. SSO, with its four telescopes, made 1193 unique observations

divided by telescope/target/night) of 103 targets observed between
019 Feb 17 to 2020 Jan 31 with the I + z 

′ 
bandpass. This amounted

o a sum of 5420 h of on-sky data. Differential light curves of
hese observations were produced with the SSO pipeline described
n Murray et al. ( 2020 ). 

For the correction, the target star was assigned an ef fecti ve
emperature derived in Sebastian et al. ( 2020 ), with an assumed
ystematic error of ±100 K. The range of target temperatures
 v aluated was 2000–3000 K, with a median temperature of 2700 K.
NRAS 518, 2661–2670 (2023) 

m  
he comparison light curve, behaving as an artificial star, had an
f fecti ve temperature assigned by the SSO pipeline – a weighted sum
f ef fecti ve temperatures from the Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration
t al. 2018 ) catalogue, of the stars used in the field. The range of
emperatures for the artificial star e v aluated was 4000–6000 K, with
 median temperature of 5200 K. For the I + z 

′ 
bandpass, the second-

rder effect induced by the artificial star behaves very similarly for
ny temperature above 4000 K, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The target
tar was often the coolest star in the field, and as such, forming an
deal artificial star with a temperature equi v alent to the target star was
ot possible. Consequently, for the fields e v aluated, this disparity in
emperature between the target star and the ef fecti ve comparison
tar w ould al w ays yield a PWV induced effect under changing
tmospheric conditions. One could potentially further impro v e the
orrection by fine-tuning the assigned ef fecti ve temperature of the
arget, or by using the real spectra of the target – this was not
onsidered here. 

When searching for transits, we seek to minimize any atmospheri-
ally induced variability on differentially resolved light curves. This
s to maximize the likelihood of detecting real transit events. In this
onte xt, the observ ed data set was e v aluated in two regimes – with a
ow and high pass temporal filter, with a dividing period of 120 min.
he low pass temporal filter maintained variability that was greater

han 120 min, and high pass filter maintained the variability shorter
han 120 min. This was to demonstrate the correction’s effect around
nd below the transit time-scale, and on time-scales where long-
erm variability may be induced. Table 3 details the ef fecti veness
f the correction. Here, we e v aluated the percentage change in the
oot-mean-square (RMS) on global light curves (30 min binned)
bserved by SSO before and after the correction for the low and high
ass temporally filtered domains. The correction was calculated with
ombinations of each of the PWV derived values (zenith, estimated
ine-of-sight, and altitude difference). 

On time-scales longer than 120 min, a zenith PWV based cor-
ection demonstrated a large median RMS percentage change of
51.8 per cent, when compared to an uncorrected differential light

urve. This large percentage change in RMS is attributed to the long-
erm multimillimetre variability of PWV, and as such demonstrates
he correction’s importance for variability studies on late-M and
-type stars, when using a bandpass like I + z 

′ 
. The addition of

he altitude difference derived PWV to both zenith and estimated
ine-of-sight PWV made a marginal impro v ement, at −52.9 and

53.8 per cent, respectively. Using the estimated line-of-sight PWV
lone yielded −52.7 per cent. 

Whilst the estimated line-of-sight PWV presented a marginally
etter median percentage change, the assumption of circular sym-
etry around zenith in some instances may introduce false vari-

bility post-correction. To yield a more accurate correction, a new
easurement mode for the LHATPRO is subsequently suggested: a
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Figure 5. Assessing the correction’s effect on differential flux at different 
airmass ranges. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) histograms of differ- 
ential flux between 0.98 and 1.02 (of 0.005 JD binned on-sky data) observed 
with the I + z 

′ 
bandpass. Global data set assessed for when observations were 

in two different ranges of airmasses 1.0–1.2 and 1.8–2.0, with different levels 
of PWV derived corrections applied. First without any correction (top plot), 
zenith PWV correction (middle plot), and then estimated line-of-sight (Est. 
LoS) PWV correction (bottom plot). 
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Figure 6. Fi ve consecuti ve nights observed by three SSO telescopes of three 
different targets, one per telescope – distinguished by the different colours 
in the lower three plots. The first night is partially missing data due to bad 
weather. First ro w: PWV v alues from cone scan (dark blue), zenith (blue), 
altitude measurements (light blue) are shown. Second row: Airmass of the 
respecti ve observ ations, which sho ws the transition between zenith and the 
airmass cone scan PWV measurements are made (airmass 2), used for the 
line-of-sight PWV estimate. Third ro w: Dif ferential light curves (LC) without 
PWV correction. Bottom ro w: Dif ferential light curves with PWV correction, 
using estimated line-of-sight + altitude difference PWV. The global light 
curves were normalized over the assessed period. The ef fecti ve temperatures 
of the target/comparison stars were 2500/5000, in orange; 2600/4700, in light 
green; 2700/4300, in blue, respectiv ely. The light curv es shown are with a 
120 min low pass filter applied – trends from 120 min windows using a median 
method. Here, the average 120 min binned error was sub-mmag for all light 
curves. 
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ontinuous monitoring mode which constructs a low resolution all- 
ky map, maintaining a PWV accuracy of 0.1 mm, at a cadence
etter than 30 min (half the expected transit duration around a 
ate M, L-type star, to follow Nyquist sampling). Since we only 
eek to minimize long-term variability and false transit features, 
he current 2 min cadence for zenith is faster than we currently
eed. 
The estimated line-of-sight PWV also minimized a previously 

ncorrected airmass effect: an observed decrease of differential flux 
hen transitioning to higher airmasses. This effect is illustrated in 
ig. 5 . Without the correction, a −3.0 mmag differential flux change
rom the median differential flux at airmasses between 1.0 and 1.2 
o the median differential flux at airmasses between 1.8 and 2.0 was
bserved. This change improves slightly with the correction derived 
ith zenith PWV, and noticeably impro v es with the estimated line-
f-site PWV with a median differential flux increase of 0.1 mmag 
bserved from airmasses between 1.0 and 1.2 to airmasses between 
.8 and 2.0, versus the −3.0 mmag observed without line-of-sight 
orrection. We performed a two-sample Kolmogoro v–Smirno v test 
o assess the statistical significance of this result, where we assessed
he cumulative distributions of differential flux at high airmasses 
1.8–2.0) corrected with zenith PWV values (Fig. 5 , middle plot, 
range CDF), F ( x ), to the correction derived from estimated line-of-
ite PWV values (Fig. 5 , bottom plot, orange CDF), G ( x ). Our null
ypothesis being that F ( x ) ≥ G ( x ) for all airmasses. The resulting
olmogoro v–Smirno v test yielded a p -value of 0.992, leading us to
ccept the null hypothesis, confirming our observation that line-of- 
ight PWV data helps to minimize the decreasing of differential flux
t higher airmasses. From the distributions seen in Fig. 5 , we can
lso see the reduced spread of differential flux when the correction
s applied, as quantified in Table 3 . 

On time-scales shorter than 120 min, a median RMS percentage 
hange of around −1 per cent for all PWV-derived values was
bserved. Ho we ver, without the ground-truth of stellar variability 
t this scale, it’s difficult to argue if one PWV derived correction is
etter than another when solely based on the RMS percentage change. 
hile it has been seen to correct transit-like features in Murray et al.

 2020 ) and one example in the next subsection, the correction at
horter time-scales was seen to increase the RMS in about a quarter
f the instances e v aluated. Once again, without the ground truth
t this scale, or extended trend modelling, it’s currently difficult to
alidate the true extent of impro v ement at this scale. It is therefore
ecommended to manually vet where possible. None the less, with 
MNRAS 518, 2661–2670 (2023) 
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Figure 7. A selection of 32 observations of 19 different targets observed with the I + z 
′ 

bandpass which matched closely with the expected trend from the 
correction. Top row: 0.005 JD binned (7.2 min) uncorrected differential flux light curves in grey. Expected trend from the correction in red, using estimated 
line-of-sight + altitude difference PWV and knowledge of the target and comparison stars ef fecti ve temperatures. In shaded red, although the effect is not 
visible for the majority of examples, the expected trend from the correction also plotted using ±100 K from the target’s ef fecti ve temperature. Second ro w: 
Residual of the correction (observed data – expected trend) of the abo v e subplot. Row order then repeats. Ordered from shortest to longest time-scales, where 
the major ticks on the x -axis are 0.05 JD (72 min). 
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he data set e v aluated here, we have not seen instances where the
orrection has induced significant false variability. The cases where
his may occur would be likely due to PWV measurement failure,
r significant line-of-sight differences from observation and PWV
easurement. 

.3 PWV correction in action 

n this subsection, examples of the correction with the I + z 
′ 
bandpass

re shown on the global and nightly scale. The first example, in
ig. 6 , shows five consecutive nights of observations of three targets
f similar temperature (2500–2700 K), with the global light curves
ormalized o v er the assessed period and with a 120 min low-pass
lter applied. Between the first and second night, a large PWV change
as observed. The resulting second-order effect is evident in the
ncorrected light curves, showing around a 30 mmag change for all
he targets. The behaviour on shorter timescales, ho we ver, was not
l w ays comparable between targets due to the respective variability
hat is often seen with M dwarfs (G ̈unther et al. 2022 ). Beyond the
NRAS 518, 2661–2670 (2023) 
econd night on Fig. 6 , the PWV changes were less significant on the
ight curves by eye. Ho we ver, a le vel of difference is still visible. No
ther systematic effects were seen to correlate with the observations.
The respecti ve PWV v alues from zenith and cone scan followed

 similar trend for the five nights. A similar PWV zenith and
one scan behaviour was seen for the remaining data set. The
ltitude difference derived PWV stayed relatively constant with the
xception of the third night, where a small increase was observed
t the end of the night, with an opposing change seen at zenith
round the same time. A layer of water vapour likely transitioned
rom abo v e the LHATPRO to the layers below it. A sharp dip in
ux in all the light curves was observed at the same time. The
orrection remo v ed the majority of the structure; ho we ver, some
esidual in the shape was left in all the light curves, suggesting some
mount of water vapour was unaccounted for in the line-of-sight and
ltitude estimates. The residual shape could likewise be attributed
o inaccuracies in the target and comparison stars temperature
stimates, where a higher target temperature estimate would have
nder corrected the variability. This could be similarly argued for
he light green target between the first and second nights. Co-current
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bservations of this target could not be found to rule out stellar
ariability. 

If one were to adopt the methodology in Irwin et al. ( 2011 ), briefly
escribed in Section 1 , for time-scales greater than 120 min at 30 min
ins, one would need at least nine co-current observations of similar
emperature objects to yield a common mode with variability at the 
ub-mmag scale. At time-scales below 120 min, however, one would 
eed an unrealistic 90 co-current observations. This was calculated 
y e v aluating the o v erall RMS SSO experienced (with correction) at
he respective scales, and assuming a RMS scaling of root sum the
otal number of co-current observations. 

In Fig. 7 , 32 examples of single observations are shown. In these
xamples, the uncorrected differential light curves displayed a close 
esemblance to the expected trend modelled by the PWV grid, with 
WV values from the estimated line-of-sight and altitude difference. 
hese were found by finding the nights where the standard deviation 
f the night’s data was significantly reduced by the correction. Such 
xamples often occur on quiet targets, where the second-order effects 
re very evident on both short and long time-scales. For example, 
n the shorter time-scales, false transit features have been mostly 
orrected for in subplots labelled 1, 3, and 12. On the longer time-
cales, a range of other variabilities are closely matched, such as
n inverse airmass like shape in the subplot labelled 31. There is
n instance in Fig. 7 where a transit like feature is induced by the
orrection (subplot labelled 10). The exact origin of this feature is
nknown, most likely a line-of-sight induced feature. Manual vetting 
s therefore recommended when such events occur. The remaining 
ight curves matched closely the expected trend modelled by the 
WV grid, with many examples beyond the 32 presented light curves 
hich similarly match the modelled trend. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e hav e dev eloped a method of modelling and mitigating the
econd-order effect induced by PWV on time-series photometric 
ata. This has been enabled by leveraging the accurate measurement 
odes provided by an onsite radiometer, the LHATPRO, and local 

nvironmental sensor data. The developed tool, the PWV grid, has 
ro v en to be an essential for SSO, and we believe it can help other
tudies who are likewise sensitive to PWV and have access to accurate 
WV data. The PWV grid code, Umbrella , has been open-sourced 
n GitHub. 5 

We found, for removing transit-like structures and long term 

ariability on late M- and early L-type stars, the LHATPRO’s single 
easurement PWV accuracy of better than 0.1 mm, and precision 

f 0.03 mm, is sufficient to eliminate sub-mmag level PWV induced 
hotometric effects for the I + z 

′ 
and z 

′ 
bandpasses, and more than

ufficient for the i 
′ 
and r 

′ 
bandpass. The I + z 

′ 
bandpass was shown to

e exceptionally sensitive to second-order effects induced by PWV, 
nd without aid of the correction, the bandpass significantly limits 
nes ability to do variability studies on late M- and L-type stars. On
he transit time-scale, the bandpass is sensitive to variability which 
ay mimic transit-like structures on the rare occasion with Paranal’s 

evel of PWV variability. 
PWV data from zenith was found to be sufficient to support the
ajority of the correction needed for the four telescopes at SSO. 
o we ver, through our use of zenith and cone scan measurement
odes, there are residual second-order effects induced at higher 
 https://github.com/ppp-one/umbrella 

G
G  

G

irmasses which would require line-of-sight measurements to ac- 
urately correct for. We have therefore recommended a continuous 
ll-sky observing mode for the LHATPRO, such to support more 
ccurate line-of-sight estimates for our multiple telescopes at Paranal. 

The additional PWV derived from the altitude difference between 
he LHATPRO and SSO was accounted for through the use of local
nvironment sensors, and was shown to impro v e the correction on
ime-scales longer than 120 min. On shorter time-scales, a more 
ccurate method of accounting for the altitude difference may be 
eeded. If one does not have access to PWV data, then optimizing
he bandpass for the surv e y is necessary. 
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